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Abstract: 
 
 Among the various renewable energy sources, ocean wave energy has been only recently investiga-
ted and its exploitation is not yet established. Several different concepts are being studied and tested 
worldwide to prove both their technical and economical feasibility.  
 The goal of this lesson will be at first to introduce the potential of wave energy, as a significant, and 
often neglected, contributor to the World Energy Port- folio. The main challenges to be faced for converting 
the energy of sea waves into electricity will be addressed and the importance of control techniques to im-
prove the power performance of Wave Energy Converters will be also specifically underlined.  
 Following, the focus of the lesson will move to larger scale installations, considering the development 
of multi-MW wave farms. The specific issues related to their grid integration and related power quality con-
cerns will be analyzed. The main results of the scientific research on the importance of WEC control strate-
gies to ease the Wave Farm grid connection will be presented in detail, as a main outcome of project sup-
ported by the Abel Grant. 
 
N.B. The lesson will be given in English. 
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